Abstract-Traditional network embedding primarily focuses on learning a dense vector representation for each node, which encodes network structure and/or node content information, such that off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms can be easily applied to the vector-format node representations for network analysis. However, the learned dense vector representations are inefficient for large-scale similarity search, which requires to find the nearest neighbor measured by Euclidean distance in a continuous vector space. In this paper, we propose a search efficient binary network embedding algorithm called BinaryNE to learn a sparse binary code for each node, by simultaneously modeling node context relations and node attribute relations through a three-layer neural network. BinaryNE learns binary node representations efficiently through a stochastic gradient descent based online learning algorithm. The learned binary encoding not only reduces memory usage to represent each node, but also allows fast bit-wise comparisons to support much quicker network node search compared to Euclidean distance or other distance measures. Our experiments and comparisons show that BinaryNE not only delivers more than 23 times faster search speed, but also provides comparable or better search quality than traditional continuous vector based network embedding methods.
INTRODUCTION
Networks offer a natural way to capture intrinsic relationships between entities -social interactions among people, collaboration between co-workers, biological interactions among proteins, flow-of-funds between financial transactions, and so on. Networks can be modeled as a graph, where nodes indicate entities and edges indicate pairwise relationships between two nodes. Searching similar nodes in networks is an essential network analytic task, which directly benefits many real-world applications. For the social security, potential terrorists can be detected by searching people with the same organization associations in the communication networks or online social networks. On e-commerce platforms, personalized recommendations can be effectively delivered by searching users with similar interests among users' social relations. In social networks, social actors with important structural roles, such as the center of a start or hole spanner, can be discovered by searching nodes with the same properties among the whole network. Searching similar nodes can also benefits other tasks, such as Web page retrieval in the World Wide Web [1] , link prediction in social networks [2] , and identity resolution in the bibliographic collaboration network [3] .
To enable similarity search over networks, conventional methods usually leverage the structural properties of a network including common neighbors and structural context to estimate the similarity between nodes. Representative algorithms include Personalized PageRank [1] , SimRank [4] Manuscript received xx, xxxx; revised xx, xxxx.
P-Rank [5] , TopSim [6] , and Panther [3] . However, these methods suffer from two drawbacks:
• High computational cost. Most existing structure based search algorithms have an at least quadratic time complexity with respect to the number of nodes. For example, SimRank [4] has a complexity of O(|V| 2d2 ) to find the top-K nodes for all nodes, where |V| is the number of nodes in a network, and d is the average degree of all nodes. This computational overhead makes algorithms difficult to scale up to large-scale networks with millions or billions of nodes.
• Incapable of capturing node content similarity. In addition to network structure, network nodes are often associated with rich content, such as user profiles in social networks, texts in Web page networks. Node content contains crucial information that provides direct evidence to measure node similarity. The structure based similarity search methods fail to leverage the similarity measured by node content, leading to suboptimal search results.
Recently, network embedding [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] has been proposed to facilitate network analytic tasks, which aims to embed network nodes into a low-dimensional continuous vector space, by preserving network structure and/or node content information. After learning new node representations, network analytic tasks can be easily carried out by applying off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms to the new embedding space. However, such a machine learning driven network embedding paradigm often results in node representations that are inefficient for large-scale similarity search in terms of both time and memory. Consider a network with 10 million nodes, if we learn 200-dimensional dense vector-format node representations for each node, it requires 15G memory to accommodate these representations using standard double precision numbers, which is prohibitively intractable for general computing devices. Given a query node, if we want to find its similar nodes among the whole network, it requires to calculate the Euclidean distance between the query node and all other nodes in the network, which requires 2 billion times of floating-point product operation and 2 billion times of floating-point addition operation. The high computational cost makes it unsuitable for real-time retrieval systems that require responsive solutions. In summary, searching similar nodes with continuous node representations inevitably incurs high time and memory cost, resulting in unsatisfactory performance on large-scale networks.
As an alternative way of exact nearest neighbor search in Euclidean space, hashing techniques [11] have been proposed to improve search efficiency. Hashing techniques aim to transform the numeric data in the Euclidean space into binary codes by preserving the similarity in the original space. As a consequence, data can be stored with low memory cost and similarity search can be conducted efficiently by calculating the Hamming distance between node binary codes with bit-wise operations. Borrowing the idea of hashing, we propose to learn binary representations for network nodes, i.e., transforming network nodes into binary codes rather than numeric vectors, such that the memory and time efficiency for similarity search can be significantly improved. Despite its potential, the binary node representation learning is confronted with the following two challenges:
• Heterogeneity. To guarantee search accuracy, binary node representations are expected to capture the information from both network structure and node content, i.e., preserving node similarity in both structure level and node content level. However, network structure and node content are not always consistent to or correlated with each other. How to fuse information from these two heterogeneous sources into binary codes and make them complement rather than deteriorate each other is a big challenge.
• Scalability. With the objective of preserving node structure level and content level proximity, discovering the optimal binary node representations is NPhard. When it comes to large-scale networks with millions or billions of nodes/edges, and high dimensional node content features, it is impossible to find the exact optimal solutions in an efficient way. To make the learning highly scalable, in the promise of assuring the quality of solutions, approximation techniques together with online or parallel learning strategies need to be developed.
An intuitive solution to binary network embedding is to first learn continuous node representations and then binarize them into binary codes with the conventional hashing techniques. However, because converting continuous embeddings into binary codes inevitably causes information loss, the learned binary codes cannot accurately capture node similarity on both structure and content level. As a result, as demonstrated later in our experiments, this two-step learning strategy usually results in unsatisfactory search accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a novel Binary Network Embedding algorithm, called BinaryNE, to learn binary node representations directly from both network structure and node content features for efficient similarity search. BinaryNE learns binary node representations by simultaneously modeling node context and node attribute relations through a three-layer neural network, with the objective of capturing node similarity in both network structure and node content. To obtain binary codes, the sign function sgn(·) is employed as activation function in the hidden layer. However, as the gradient of the sign function is zero almost everywhere, traditional gradient decent based optimization strategies are infeasible for learning parameters, which is known as the ill-posed gradient problem. To address this problem, we adopt the state-of-the-art continuation technique [12] , [13] and develop an online stochastic gradient descent algorithm to learn parameters, which guarantees the great scalability of BinaryNE. Experiments on six real-world networks show that BinaryNE exhibits much lower memory usage and quicker search speed than the state-of-the-art network embedding methods, while still achieving competitive search accuracy.
The main contribution of this paper is threefold:
• We analyze the feasibility and advantage of learning binary node representations as a solution to efficient node similarity search over large-scale networks.
• We propose the BinaryNE algorithm to effectively learn high-quality binary node representations from both network structure and node content features.
•
We conduct experiments to compare search performance of the BinaryNE algorithm and other network embedding algorithms, showing the superiority of BinaryNE in terms of memory usage and search time.
The remainder part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work, including network embedding and node similarity search. In Section 3, we give a formal definition of binary network embedding and review the DeepWalk algorithm as preliminaries. The proposed BinaryNE algorithm is described in Section 4, followed by experiments presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6. first encodes network structure into a set of random walk sequences, and then employs Skip-Gram [14] to learn node representations that capture structural context similarity. node2vec [15] extends DeepWalk to better balance the local structure preserving and global structure preserving objective by leveraging biased random walks. LINE [8] learns node representations through directly modeling the firstorder proximity (the proximity between connect nodes) and the second-order proximity (the proximity between nodes sharing direct neighbors). GraRep [16] further extends LINE [8] to capture high-order proximities through the matrix factorization version of Skip-Gram [17] . M-NMF [18] complements the local structure proximity with the intra-community proximity to learn community-aware node representations. DNGR [19] first obtains high dimensional structure preserving node representations through the proposed random surfing method, and then utilizes the stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) [20] to learn lowdimensional representations. SNDE [21] employs deep autoencoder to learn deep nonlinear node representations, by reconstructing node adjacent matrix representations for preserving the second-order proximity and penalizing the representation difference of connected nodes for preserving the first-order proximity.
Attributed network embedding learns node representations by coupling node content attributes with network structure. TADW [9] first proves the equivalence between DeepWalk [7] and a matrix factorization formulation, and then proposes to incorporate rich node text features into network embedding through inductive matrix factorization [22] . Through penalizing the distance of connected nodes in the embedding space, HSCA [23] enforces TADW with the first-order proximity to obtain more informative node representations. UPP-SNE [24] learns node representations by performing a structure-aware non-linear mapping on node content features. CANE [25] learns contextaware node embeddings by applying the mutual attention mechanism on the attributes of connected nodes. MVC-DNE [26] applies deep multi-view learning technique to fuse information from network structure and node content into node representations. GraphSAGE [27] first takes node content features as node representations, and then iteratively updates node representations by aggregating representations of neighboring nodes. AANE [28] employs symmetric matrix factorization [29] to obtain node representations that capture attribute affinity, and simultaneously penalizes the representation difference between connected nodes. SINE [30] learns node representations for large-scale incomplete attributed networks by using node representations to simultaneously predict context nodes and node content attributes.
The above network embedding algorithms aim to learn task-general node representations in an unsupervised setting, where node class labels are not provided. Recently, some supervised network embedding algorithms have also been proposed, such as DMF [31] , TriDNR [32] , DDRW [33] , MMDW [34] , LANE [35] , with the objective of learning discriminative node representations by exerting the power of available node labels.
The continuous network embedding techniques embed network nodes into a continuous Euclidean space, where calculating pairwise similarity between nodes is computationally prohibitive on large-scale networks, which makes node similarity search on large-scale networks infeasible.
Discrete Network Embedding
Very recently, several embedding algorithms have been proposed to learn discrete network embedding. For efficient node retrieval, Bernoulli Network Embedding [36] learns binary node representations by modeling the generation of each dimension as a Bernoulli random test. DNE (Discrete Network Embedding) [37] learns binary node representations to speed up node classification. However, the two methods cannot support accurate search, because node content features are simply ignored. In addition, DNE is a supervised binary network embedding algorithm that requires node labels to be provided, which is different from our research that aims to learn binary node representations in an unsupervised setting. NetHash [38] is the first algorithm proposed to generate discrete node representations that encode both network structure and node content features. It applies the MinHash technique [39] to the content feature ID set aggregated from tree-structured neighborhood. As the learned discrete embeddings do not take binary values, similarity search with this kind of embeddings tends to be inefficient. In this work, we aim to learn binary node representations that are directly optimized with binarization to enable similarity search efficacy and efficiency.
Node Similarity Search
To enable similarity search over networks, various metrics have been proposed to measure the structural relatedness between nodes. Bibliographic Coupling [40] and Cocitation [41] measure node similarity by counting the number of common neighbors. Other common neighbor based metrics include Jaccard's coefficient, Salton's coefficient, the Adamic/Acar coefficient [42] , etc. This kind of metrics are incapable of capturing the similarity between nodes sharing no common neighbors. SimRank [4] estimates node similarity recursively with the principle that two nodes are similar if they have connections with similar nodes. Because calculating SimRank similarity is computationally expensive, other algorithms, like TopSim [6] and [43] , are proposed to reduce its time complexity. P-Rank [5] enhances SimRank by jointly modeling both in-and out-link relationships for node structural similarity estimation. VertexSim [44] represents each node as a convex combination of anchor nodes by optimizing a geometric objective, and then measures node similarity with the new representations. The above metrics only capture the similarity relying on the connectivity among the local neighborhood, but neglect the structural equivalence between nodes sharing similar structural roles while being distantly located. [45] justifies a series of axiomatic properties that should be satisfied by a role similarity measure, and proposes RoleSim, a role similarity measure, which is calculated in an iterative way and is proved to satisfy all the justified properties. Panther [3] estimates local structural similarity between pairwise nodes through their co-occurrence frequencies in randomly sampled paths. Panther++ [3] augments Panther with structural role similarity by measuring the difference in neighbor node co-occurrence distributions.
Calculating the aforementioned structure similarity metrics between all pairwise nodes, which is necessary for exact node similarity search, is usually time-consuming, with a time complexity at least quadratic to the number of nodes. Moreover, the above structure similarity metrics fail to capture the similarity measured by node content features. The two limitations make the existing structural similarity estimation based search methods unsuitable for large-scale networks with rich node content features.
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give a formal definition of the binary network embedding problem, followed by a review on the preliminaries of DeepWalk.
Problem Definition
Given a network G = (V, E, A, X), where V is the set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges, and A is the set of attributes. X ∈ R |V|×|A| is the node feature matrix, with each element X ij ≥ 0 indicating the occurrence times/weights of attribute a j ∈ A at node v i ∈ V. For networks taking continuous attribute values, discretization can be used to convert continuous values to the categorical ones.
The BinaryNE algorithm aims to learn binary representations for network nodes, i.e., learning a mapping function Φ :
d , where d is the dimension of the embedding space. The learned binary node representations Φ(v i ) are expected to satisfy the following two properties: (1) low-dimensional, the dimension d should be much smaller than the dimension of node adjacent matrix representation |V|, for the sake of search efficiency; (2) informative, to guarantee the quality of node similarity search, the learned binary node representations should capture node similarity measured by both network structure and node content features.
Preliminaries: DeepWalk
Borrowing the idea of Skip-Gram model [14] , which learns word representations by preserving context similarity, DeepWalk leverages random walks to generate node context and represents nodes sharing similar context closely in the new embedding space. Given a random walk with length
for each node v ri , DeepWalk learns its representation by using it to predict its context nodes, which is realized by maximizing the occurrence probability of context nodes conditioned on this node:
where {v ri−t , · · · , v ri+t } \ v ri are the context nodes of v ri within t window size. Using the conditional independence assumption, the probability P({v ri−t , · · · , v ri+t } \ v ri |v ri ) can be calculated as
Following [24] , after a set of random walks are generated, we can formulate the overall optimization problem as where n(v i , v j ) is the occurrence time of node context pair (v i , v j ) collected from all random walks with t window size and P(v j |v i ) is modeled by softmax:
The overall optimization problem can be solved by iteratively sampling a node context pair (v i , v j ) and minimizing the following partial objective:
BINARY NETWORK EMBEDDING
This section details the optimization problem that we formulate for the binary network embedding, followed by the solution on how to solve it efficiently.
The Optimization Problem
Our objective is to learn informative binary network embeddings, with both network structure and node content features well preserved. The idea of DeepWalk can be borrowed here for capturing network structure. To capture node content level similarity, we try to represent nodes sharing similar attributes closely in the low-dimensional space. To achieve this goal, we apply the idea of SkipGram [14] again, by using each node to predict its content attributes. For each node attribute co-occurrence pair (v i , a j ), we minimize the following objective:
We illustrate the architecture of the proposed BinaryNE algorithm in Fig. 1 , which is a three-layer neural network: the first layer is the one-hot representation for each node v i , the hidden layer is the binary node representation Φ(v i ) ∈ {+1, −1} d constructed from the input layer, and the output layer is the softmax conditional probability P(v j |v i ) and P(a j |v i ) for each context node v j and each attribute a j , modeled through node binary representations in the hidden layer.
Given node v i 's one-hot representation p i ∈ R |V| with p 
where W in :k is the k-th column of W in ∈ R |V|×d (the weight matrix from the input layer to the hidden layer) and sgn(·) is the sign function, which is defined as
In the output layer, for the node context pair (v i , v j ), we model the probability P(v j |v i ) with softmax:
where W out,s :j is the j-th column of W out,s ∈ R d×|V| (the weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer for predicting node context). Similarly, for the node attribute cooccurrence pair (v i , a j ), we model the probability P(a j |v i ) as
where W out,a :j is the j-th column of W out,a ∈ R d×|A| (the weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer for predicting node attribute).
To learn informative binary node embeddings, we integrate the structure proximity preserving objective in Eq. (4) with the node attribute similarity preserving objective in Eq. (5), and obtain the following overall optimization problem:
where
Here, α 1 and α 2 are the trade-off parameters to balance the contribution of structure preserving objective and node content preserving objective. They are specified as
In Eq. (8), only the non-zero entries of n(v i , v j ) and X ij are considered, whose number is much smaller than |V| × |V| and |V| × |A|, respectively.
Solving the Optimization Problem
As the derivative of the sign function used to construct binary codes is zero almost everywhere, solving the optimization problem (7) with gradient descent is ill-posed. Following [13] , we approximate the non-smooth sign function sgn(x) with its smooth proxy tanh(βx), which satisfies the following property:
Thus, in Eq. (6), node representation Φ(v i ) is constructed as
With this continuous approximation, we can solve the optimization problem (7) Given a sampled node context pair (v i , v j ), for training efficiency, we adopt negative sampling [46] 
where V neg is the set of sampled negative nodes and σ(·) is the sigmoid function. Then we update the parameters with gradient descent:
where η is the learning rate. The gradients are calculated as
Similarly, after a node attribute co-occurrence pair (v i , a j ) is sampled, with negative sampling [46] , the partial objective O a ij in Eq. (5) is approximated as
where A neg is the set of sampled negative attributes. We then update the parameters with gradient descent
The gradients are calculated as
Algorithm 1 BinaryNE: Binary Network Embedding

Input:
A given network G = (V, E, A, X); Output:
Binary node embedding Φ(·) for each vi ∈ V; 1: S ← generate a set of random walks on G; 2: n(vi, vj) ← count the frequency of node context pairs (vi, vj) After the parameters are learned, for node v i ∈ V, we construct its embedding Φ(v i ) as
To obtain binary codes for efficient Hamming distance calculation, we store the −1 value of Φ(v i ) r as 0.
Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode of the proposed BinaryNE algorithm. At Step 1, a set of random walks with length L are generated by starting random walks at each node v i ∈ V for γ times. At Step 2, on the generated random walks, with t window size, BinaryNE collects node context pairs (v i , v j ) and counts their occurrence frequencies n(v i , v j ). At Step 3, W in is initialized with random numbers, and W out,s and W out,a are initialized with zero. At Step 4-15, the parameters are updated with stochastic gradient descent. Each iteration starts from drawing a random switch variable δ ∈ (0, 1) to determine which partial objective to be optimized. To optimize the structure preserving partial objective, BinaryNE randomly draws a node context pair (v i , v j ) according to the distribution of n(v i , v j ), and draws K negative nodes, forming V neg , then updates the parameters with Eq. (11). To optimize the attribute preserving objective, BinaryNE draws a node attribute cooccurrence pair (v i , a j ) according the distribution of X ij and draws a negative attribute set A neg with size K, then updates the parameters with Eq. (13). For efficient node context pair and node attribute pair sampling, BinaryNE adopts the alias table [47] method, which takes only O(1) time at each sampling. Finally, BinaryNE constructs binary node representations Φ(·) with W in and Eq. (14) . The time complexity of BinaryNE is determined by only the dimension of node embeddings d and the maximum number of iterations. The scale of the maximum number of iterations is O(max(nnz(X), |V|)), where nnz(X) is the number of non-zero entries of X, and |V| is the scale of node context pairs collected via random walks. BinaryNE has a time complexity of O(d · max(nnz(X), |V|)), which guarantees its ability to scale up to large-scale graphs.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments on six real-world networks to evaluate the performance of binary node representations learned by BinaryNE for node similarity search, including search precision, response time and memory usage.
Datasets
Six real-world networks are used in the experiments, with the details as follows:
• Cora 1 . The Cora network is composed of 2,708 machine learning publications and their citation relationships. Theses publications are categorized into seven groups. Each publication is represented by a 1,433-dimensional binary vector, with each dimension denoting the presence/absence of the corresponding word.
• Citeseer 1 . Citeseer is another citation network with 3,312 papers and 4,732 citation relations. There are 6 classes among papers. According to the occurrence of the corresponding word, each paper is described by a 3,703-dimensional binary vector.
• BlogCatalog 2 . The BlogCatalog network is an online social network formed by BlogCatalog, a blogger community. The BlogCatalog network contains 5,196 users and 171,743 follower-followee relations. Users' groups are defined as the categories of their blogs. The keywords of users' blogs are used to construct users' feature vectors. Here, binary feature vectors are constructed, with only the keyword occurrence state concerned.
• Flickr 2 . Flickr is an online photo sharing platform. The Flickr network includes 7,575 users and 239,738 follower-followee relations. These users join in 9 predefined groups. Users' features are described by the tags of their images. Each user is represented by 12,047-dimensional binary vector, according to the occurrence/absence of the corresponding tag.
• DBLP(Subgraph) and DBLP(Full). The DBLP(Full) network is formed by the papers, paper titles, and paper citations of the DBLP bibliographic network 3 .
In DBLP(Full), there are in total 1,632,442 papers and 2,327,450 citations. For each network, the direction of links is ignored. Cora, Citeseer, BlogCatalog, Flickr, and DBLP(Subgraph) are used to evaluate the performance of the binary node representations learned by BinaryNE on node similarity search, including search precision, query time and memory usage. DBLP(Full) is used to investigate the scalability of node similarity search with BinaryNE binary codes.
Baseline Methods
BinaryNE is compared with two groups of state-of-the-art methods:
• Continuous embeddings measured by Euclidean distance: DeepWalk/node2vec [7] , [15] preserves the similarity between nodes sharing similar context in random walks. node2vec is equivalent to DeepWalk with the default parameter setting p = q = 1. LINE1 [8] denotes the version of LINE that captures the first-order proximity. LINE2 [8] represents the version of LINE that models the second-order proximity. SDNE [21] learns deep non-linear node representations via a semi-supervised deep autoencoder. TADW [9] learns node embeddings that capture both network structure and node content similarity via inductive matrix factorization [22] . UPP-SNE [24] performs a non-linear mapping on node content features to learn node embeddings that preserve both network structure and node content features. [26] fuses network structure and node content features into node embeddings through deep cross-view learning. SINE [30] learns node representations by using node representations to simultaneously predict context nodes and node content attributes. Feature. Node raw content feature is also used as a baseline for similarity search. For each node v i ∈ V, its feature vector is X i: , with X i: being the i-th row of X.
MVC-DNE
• Discrete embeddings measured by Hamming distance: Quantized Continuous Embeddings. To obtain binary node representations, a naive way is to quantize the continuous node embeddings into binary codes. As a baseline, we binarize the continuous embeddings learned by above baseline methods with Spectral Hashing [48] , and denote these methods as DeepWalk+Q, LINE1+Q, LINE2+Q, SDNE+Q, TADW+Q, UPP-SNE+Q, MVC-DNE+Q, SINE+Q, and Feature+Q. NetHash [38] . It is the state-of-the-art discrete attributed network embedding method. Each dimension of the NetHash embeddings is randomly selected from the content feature ID set aggregated from neighborhood. As the learned discrete node representations do not take binary values, the Hamming distance cannot be efficiently calculated with bit-wise operations.
Experimental Settings
For all methods, we set the dimension of embeddings d = 128. For DeepWalk, UPP-SNE, SINE, and BinaryNE, we set the length of random walks L = 100, the number of random walks starting from per node γ = 40, and the window size t = 10.
For fair comparisons, we use the same strategy to train DeepWalk, UPP-SNE, SINE, and BinaryNE: we first collect node context pairs from the generated random walks, and update parameters with stochastic gradient descent by sampling node context pairs. For DeepWalk, LINE, UPP-SNE, SINE and BinaryNE, we set the maximum number of iterations to 100 million for Cora and Citeseer, 200 million for BlogCatalog, Flickr and DBLP(Subgraph). For DeepWalk and BinaryNE, we set the maximum number of iterations to 1 billion for DBLP. For DeepWalk, LINE, UPP-SNE, SINE and BinaryNE, we gradually decrease the learning rate η from 0.025 to 2.5 × 10 −6 . For SDNE, its hyperparameters α and ν are set to 0.01, and β is set to 10, and the number of neurons at each layer is set to 2708-512-128, 3312-512-128, 5,196-512-128, 7,575-512-128 and 18,448-512-128 for Cora, Citeseer, BlogCatalog, Flickr and DBLP(Subgraph) respectively. For MVC-DNE, on Cora, Citeseer, BlogCatalog, Flickr and DBLP(Subgraph), the number of neurons at each layer in the structure view is respectively set to 2708-512-64, 3312-512-64, 5,196-512-64, 7,575-512-64 and 18,448-512-64, and the number of neurons at each layer in the node content feature view is respectively set to 1,433-512-64, 3,703-512-64, 8,189-512-64, 12,047-512-64 and 5,959-512-64. For SDNE and MVC-DNE, 500 epochs are respectively used for pre-training and parameter finetuning. We set other parameters of SDNE and MVC-DNE according to [26] .
As the content feature dimension of BlogCatalog, Flickr and DBLP(Subgraph) is too large for TADW, before running TADW on them, we reduce the dimension of their node content features to 200 with SVD. Default settings are used to train NetHash. For BinaryNE, we gradually increase the parameter β from 0.01 to 1.
Evaluation Metrics
For each node in a network, we in turn query its top-K similar nodes. K is set to 100, 200, and 500, respectively. We adopt averaged precision and MAP (Mean Averaged Precision) as evaluation metrics.
For querying nodes similar to node v i , the precision@K(v i ) is defined as where rank(v j ) is the position of v j in the rank list of nodes similar to v i , and C(v i ) = C(v i ) indicates that node v i and v j have the same class label, with C(·) used to denote node class label. As we in turn take all nodes in V as query nodes, we report the averaged precision@K as final results. MAP (Mean Average Precision) is an information retrieval metric with good discrimination and stability. Different from precision, MAP takes into account the order in which relevant nodes are placed in the returned similar node rank list. When we vary the query node v i over V, the MAP value is calculated as
where relavant@k(v i ) is an indicator function equaling 1 if the k-th retrieved node is relevant and 0 otherwise. Tables 2-6 give similarity search results on Cora, Citeseer, BlogCatalog, Flickr and DBLP(Subgraph). For query time, we only consider the time consumed by calculating the distance between the query node and all remainder nodes, which contributes to the main computational overhead for similarity search, and report the time averaged over all query nodes (in milliseconds). We also provide the search speedup of BinaryNE compared with baselines. For continuous and discrete embeddings, the best and second best performer is highlighted by bold and underline, respectively. From Tables 2-6 , we can see that BinaryNE consistently achieves the best precision and MAP among discrete embedding methods with significant advantage over the second best performers, and provides comparable or better search results than continuous embedding methods. This is attributed to BinaryNE's ability to effectively encode both network structure and node content features into node binary codes, which are informative enough to measure node similarity accurately. On the other hand, BinaryNE remarkably improves search efficiency, providing more than 23 times faster search speed than continuous network embedding methods, and more than 15 times than NetHash, which is the second best performer among discrete embedding methods in terms of precision and MAP on Cora, Citeseer, and DBLP(Subgraph). Compared with the Euclidean distance in the continuous embedding space and the Hamming distance in the nonbinary discrete embedding space, the Hamming distance measured by binary representations can be calculated far more efficiently with the bit-wise operations.
Similarity Search Results
Among the continuous network embedding baselines, on Citeseer, BlogCatalog, Flickr, and DBLP(Subgraph), the attributed network embedding (TADW or UPP-SNE) achieves the best search precisions and on Cora, the attributed network embedding method UPP-SNE performs comparably to DeepWalk, the best performer. On the five networks, raw node content features consistently fail to achieve satisfactory precisions. By integrating network structure and node content in measuring node similarity, attributed network embedding is superior to structure preserving network embedding and node raw content features.
When the continuous network embeddings are quantized to binary values for efficient search with Hamming distance, except for raw node features, all embeddings experience a search precision drop, which is dramatic in many cases. This is consistent to our expectation that quantized binary codes are inevitably less informative than their original continuous representations. The results demonstrate that it is suboptimal to separately learn continuous network embeddings and quantize them into binary codes. In comparison, BinaryNE directly encodes network structure and node content features into binary node representations, achieving superior search precisions. NetHash constructs node discrete representations by randomly sampling the IDs of node content features aggregated from neighborhood. With both network structure and node content features leveraged, NetHash achieves the second best search precisions among the discrete network embedding methods on Cora, Citeseer, and DBLP(Subgraph). As the discrete embeddings do not take binary values, bitwise operations cannot be performed to calculate Hamming distance. As a result, its query speedup over continuous network embedding is quite limited.
A Case Study on Relevant Paper Search
In this subsection, we conduct a case study on relevant paper search on the DBLP citation network. We select the paper "Learning Classifiers from Only Positive and Unlabeled Data" published on KDD-2008 as the query paper, which is a highly cited paper on the topic of "Positive Unlabeled Learning". We retrieve the top-5 similar papers with the node representations learned by DeepWalk+Q, Feature+Q, TADW+Q, NetHash and BinaryNE, by calculating the Hamming distance between the query paper and candidate papers. Table 7 reports the search results. As can be seen, DeepWalk+Q, Feature+Q, TADW+Q and NetHash only retrieve one relevant paper, and no relevant papers are discovered by Feature+Q. By contrast, the proposed BinaryNE algorithm achieves the best search results, with two relevant papers (1 and 5) discovered.
Comparison of Memory Usage
In Table 8 , we compare the memory used for accommodating the continuous node representations learned by DeepWalk, the non-binary discrete node representations learned by NetHash, and the binary codes learned by BinaryNE. Compared with DeepWalk and NetHash, with the same for computing devices with low memory configuration to perform node similarity search. By contrast, the binary node representations learned by BinaryNE only consume 25M memory for the DBLP network, which is more practical for general devices. The low memory consumption makes BinaryNE more desirable for real-world applications.
Experiments on Search Scalability
We also conduct experiments on the large DBLP(Full) network to test the search scalability of different types of network embeddings with respect to network size |V| and To study the search scalability on network size |V|, we first learn 128-dimensional embeddings with DeepWalk, NetHash and BinaryNE on the whole DBLP(Full) network, and then randomly sample a series of node subsets with increasing sizes. Among each node subset, we randomly select 1,000 nodes as query nodes and search similar nodes with the learned node representations. Fig. 2(a) shows query time (in milliseconds) with regard to different network sizes, where both query time (in milliseconds) and |V| are in logarithmic scales. As is shown, node similarity search with different embedding methods scales linearly with the increase of network size, whereas BinaryNE provides more than 10 times faster query speed than Deepwalk and NetHash.
To study the search scalability in terms of embedding dimension d, we learn DeepWalk, NetHash and BinaryNE embeddings with varying dimensions (8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256) . We randomly select 100 nodes as query nodes, and search similar nodes across the whole DBLP(Full) network. Figure 2 (b) shows query time (in milliseconds) with varying embedding dimensions, with both axes in logarithmic scale. We can see that, in general, similarity search with three methods scales almost linearly with regards to embedding dimension, but BinaryNE is consistently more efficient than DeepWalk and Nethash (with more than 10 times search speedup in most cases).
Comparison of Embedding Learning Time
In this subsection, we select the Cora and Citeseer network to evaluate the efficiency of learning node representations with different network embedding methods. Fig. 3 compares the CPU time (in seconds) consumed by different network embedding methods. As shown in the figure, BinaryNE is far more efficient in learning node representations than SDNE, TADW, UPP-SNE and MVC-DNE, and its efficiency is comparable to that of DeepWalk, LINE1, LINE2 and SINE, which have been demonstrated to be efficient on large-scale networks. This proves the ability of BinaryNE to scale to large-scale networks for learning node representations, like DeepWalk, LINE and SINE. 
Experiments on Parameter Sensitivity
We also perform a case study on BlogCatalog and Flickr to investigate the sensitivity of BinaryNE regarding to three important parameters: the number of iterations, the dimension of learned embeddings d, and the window size t used for collecting node context pairs. We take turns to fix any two parameters and study the effect of the remaining parameter on the search performance measured by precision@500. Fig. 4 shows the performance of BinaryNE with respect to varying parameters. As the number of iterations increases, the performance of BinaryNE gradually increases and then declines slightly. This indicates that, in general, more iterations would be helpful for BinaryNE to find the local minimal solution, but excessive iterations tend to make the model parameters deviate from the local minima. When the embedding dimension d increases, the performance of BinaryNE increases and stabilizes later. This shows that, embeddings with higher dimensions provide more information to measure node similarity. Interestingly, when the window size t increases from 2 to 16, the search precision drops slightly. This is probably because a larger window size imports broader contextual structure, but may introduce more noise to measure node similarity.
CONCLUSION
Learning binary node representations is a desirable solution to similarity search over large-scale networks, with efficient bit-wise Hamming distance calculation and low memory usage. In this paper, we proposed the BinaryNE algorithm to embed network nodes into a binary space, with well preserved network structure and node content features. Through a three-layer neural network, BinaryNE learns node representations by modeling node structural context and node attribute relations. The sign function is adopted as the activation function in the hidden layer to obtain binary node representations. To deal with the illposed gradient problem caused by the non-smoothness of the sign activation function, the state-of-the-art continuation technique [12] , [13] is employed. Model parameters are efficiently learned through an online stochastic gradient descent algorithm, which ensures the low time complexity and great scalability of BinaryNE. Extensive experiments on six real-world networks show that BinaryNE exhibits much lower memory usage and computational cost than continuous network embedding algorithms, but with comparable or even better search precisions.
